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Welcome
Registrations are live!!

And so it begins. You are now able to register your
interest in our 2025 convention.  There are a few

items in the form that are not quite finalised however
we can still gauge interest in those areas and we will
let you all know when we have finalised them. Please
let us know if you have any questions or suggestions

by sending me an email at 2025@hme.co.nz. The
emails come through to my phone so I will do my best

to respond to you as quickly as I can. Finally if you
would like to receive the newsletters direct to your

inbox than please let us know and that will be
arranged.

Kind regards,
Bianca Betts

Co Convention Secretary
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Registrations are now live for our 2025
convention and we have two ways you can

register:

Online (Google forms):

Follow this link 
Find the link on our Steam N’ Steel
2025 Facebook page or our Hamilton
Model Engineers Website

Paper Copy:

Print a copy from our website and email
it back to us at 2025@hme.co.nz
Print and send via post to

      Bianca Betts
      PO Box 5090
      Frankton
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Fuel
We will have the following fuel on hand at

the convention. If there is anything else
you require, please let us know ASAP via

email 2025@hme.co.nz
Welsh nuts and beans
Petrol
Kindling etc
Steam oil
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Accomodation
We have managed to gain a deal with the Distinction Hotel which is
located just over the hill from our train club or about a 10min walk
around Minogue road. 
The distinction is where we will be having the formal dinner on the
Saturday night so it will be nice and close.
The deal is 

$200 per room per night (room only)
$230 B&B 1 person per night
$260 B&B 2 people per night

In order to get this deal you will need to call the distinction hotel
directly and quote Ref: #176417 
Online orders will not be able to use the code and gain the discount. 

https://forms.gle/r8SG2EPaaqexNC3X6
https://forms.gle/r8SG2EPaaqexNC3X6

